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Laughter in psychological therapy listening answers

Answer Keys: 1 Martin 2 Hartley 3 Carlisle Way 4 LW4 6RU 5 hartleynitram 6 passport 7 16 8 C 9 A 10 G 18 G 19 C 20 A 11 social backgrounds 12 gym 13 green space 14 pollution 15 superior flavour 16 range 17 organic 21 illustration 22 Birmingham 23 foundation 24 rejection 25 C 26 B 27 C 28 A 29
C 30 B 31 serious 32 humour 33 healing process 34 response 35 be shocked 36 B 37 A 38 C 39 B 40 C Section 1: Questions 1-10Complete the notes below.Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.Hotel Columbus Guest informationFirst name: 1 Surname: 2 Street
address:45 3 Town/City:LewesState / County:East SussexZip / Postcode: 4 Country:United KingdomEmail address: 5 @yahoo.co.ukID type: 6 ID number:874236195Number of nights:3Room: 7 Tips: Form completionFor this task, you have to complete a form with words and numbers that you hear on the
recording, which is always a conversation between two people.Read the instructions carefully, as they will tell you how many words you can use for each answer. In a form completion task, the rubric will always tell you the maximum number of words that you can use in each answer. Some of the answers
will almost always be numbers.Look at the form carefully and see how much you can predict. Think about who might complete a form like this, and what the conversation is generally going to be about.Key words will help you predict the context. One of the speakers might be requesting information,
arranging a meeting or making a complaint, for example.You must write words that you actually hear. Do not change the form of any words.The questions follow the order in which you hear the information in the recording.You might have to write names of people or places that you have never heard
before. They will usually be spelt for you. Longer names and numbers (phone numbers, for example) will usually be repeated.You will only be expected to know the spelling of very common first names and surnames, and very famous place names. Less common or famous ones will always be spelt out.
These will not be spelt out. Shorter numbers will probably not be repeated.Read through the form carefully. Is a word or a number required for each gap? What sort of word is required?Do any gaps require a combination of words and numbers?Remember that in the task here, you are instructed to write
no more than two words and/or a number for each answer.Decide if each of the seven gaps requires:A a word or two wordsB a numberC a word or two words and a numberD a combination of letters and numbers1..................... 2..................... 3..................... 4..................... 5..................... 6.....................
7.....................Preparing in this way will make it easier to hear the answers as you listen.Step 2 - Check what you will hearLook at part of the conversation below. The answers for Questions 1-5 are in bold.Audio scriptReceptionist: Well, let's start with your name, of course. So, that's Martin ... er ...Guest:
Hartley. That's H-A-R-T-L-E-Y.Receptionist: Thanks. ... And your address?Guest: 45 Carlisle Way.Receptionist: Could you spell Carlisle for me? Sorry.Guest: It's C-A-R-L-I-S-L-E. You don't pronounce the S! Carlisle Way and that's in Lewes. L-E-W-E-S.Receptionist: And is there a state? I don't think you
have states in the UK.Guest: No, we have counties. It's East Sussex. Sussex is with double S. The postcode is LW4 6AU.Do you want my phone number?Receptionist: Actually no ... we contact people by email now.Guest: Ah yes, and send me lots of advertising too, I suppose. My email is
hartleynitram@yahoo.co.uk.Receptionist: Sorry ... a bit slower, please.Guest: Hartley, my surname ... then Martin backwards - n-i-t-r-a-m. That's all one word.Receptionist: And all lower case?Guest: That's right. No capitals. At yahoo.com.ukNotice that the guest's first name is not spelt out as it is a
common name that you should know. It is, in fact, mentioned earlier in the conversation also.The guest's surname is spelt out because it is not common, and it would be unfair to expect you to know how to spell it. It is also mentioned earlier in the conversation.The name of the street in the address is spelt
out, and repeated, because you would not be expected to know it. The second part of the street address, however, is not. You will be expected to know words like Street, Road, Avenue and Lane.The post code has six different letters and numbers. In this type of task you must listen carefully to hear the
correct answer.The email address is probably the most difficult of the seven answers so you are given more help. It is repeated and explained, and you are told that it is all one word, written in lower case.Step 3 - Listen and do the task1 Answer: Martin2 Answer: Hartley Listen from here Locate Explain
Report Note: The guest's surname is spelt out because it is not common. It is also mentioned earlier in the conversation and the distinction between t and d is made clear.3 Answer: Carlisle Way Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: The first part of the street name is spelt out, and repeated,
because you would not be expected to know it. The receptionist helps you by asking for the spelling and the guest points out that the Sis not pronounced. The second part of the street name is not spelt out as you should know it.4 Answer: LW4 6RU Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: The post
code is given clearly. In some recordings there may be a distracter for example someone gets a letter or number wrong and the speaker corrects him or her.5 Answer: hartleynitram Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: Email addresses are long so you are only required to write part of the address.
You must make sure you write only the characters that are missing from the notes. The name is repeated and explained, and you are told that it is all one word. Email addresses are usually written in lower case, but the speaker clarifies that to make sure you do not use capital letters.6 Answer: passport
Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: The term ID type is not actually heard but you can understand that the receptionist wants the passport for this purpose. Earlier in the conversation, the receptionist says that she will need a passport number as a form of ID.7 Answer: 16 Listen from here
Locate Explain Report Note: Short numbers like this will not usually be repeated. It is common to check that you can distinguish between numbers that sound very similar - 13 and 30, 14 and 40 and so on. The fact that the room is on the first floor might help you decide that it is 16 rather than 60 if you are
in doubt.Label the map below.Write the correct letter A-H next to questions 8-10.Where are the following places situated?museum 8 ABCDEFGH art gallery 9 ABCDEFGH conference centre 10 ABCDEFGH Tips: Labelling a map/plan/diagramTask guideFor this task, you have to label a map, a plan or a
diagram with points (usually the names of places) using information that you hear on the recording.This type of task is often applied to section 1 of the Listening test, when two speakers are in a typical social environment. You might hear two speakers asking for and giving directions, for example.The
questions follow the order of the recording.If you realise you have missed the information you need to answer a question, don't panic. Focus carefully in order to answer the next question.The map and the recording will give you a starting point. Listen carefully because answering thequestions correctly
largely depends on starting off in the right place. Sometimes, as is the case with this task, an earlier part of the recording will help you know where the speakers are. Sometimes, however, you will need to listen to a reference to the starting point - I'm just leaving the station now, for example. There are
always more places marked on the map than you need. You will usually have to choose three or four answers from eight or nine options. Some of these options will often be close together on the map or plan, and you must keep listening carefully to make sure you identify the correct answer. You will
always feel more confident about an answer if you know why another option is definitely wrong.vStep-by-step GuideLook at the map, plan or diagram and make sure you know what it shows.As is the case here, this type of task is often the second or third task in a series of tasks related to a conversation,
so you will already know where the speakers are and what they are talking about.Remind yourself of the language of directions: turn left/ right, go straight on, walk past, etc.Step 2 - Locate the starting pointLook at this section of the audio script. You already know that the conversation takes place in a hotel
and you know the name of the hotel from the form you completed earlier. This part of the conversation directs you to the hotel's location on the map. The location of points 8, 9 and 10 will be given in relation to the hotel.Audio scriptReceptionist: Er .. let me have a look ... erm ... ah, yes. This is our street
here. Avenida Constitucion. The bigger hotels are marked so let me just see which one is us. Erm ... here ... yes, here ... this is Hotel ColumbusStep 3 - Check what you will hearLook at the next section of the audio script. Follow the directions carefully and pay particular attention to points C and Don the
map. Why is one correct and the other wrong? The relevant information is in bold.Audio scriptReceptionist: ... this is Hotel Columbus just before you get to the museum - I say 'just before' because that's the way most people get here. I mean coming from the main square where all the buses stop, or from
the station.Step 4 - Listen and do the task8 Answer: C Listen from here Locate Explain Report Step 3: C is correct because it is just before the museum if you come from the airport. D is just after the museum if you come from this direction.Note: See answer to Step 3 above. The guest thinks that he
passed the museum earlier but the receptionist corrects him and at the same time provides the answer for question 9.9 Answer: A Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: The guest gives the location of the gallery: 'just after we went through that big square you mentioned' but you must listen
carefully as he thinks that was the museum. The receptionist clarifies by saying: 'That's actually an art gallery'.10 Answer: G Listen from here Locate Explain Report Note: The guest makes clear that you are to start listening for the location of the conference centre. You hear the receptionist say: 'Just
cross over the road and go straight down ...' so you know that you are to follow the directions and choose between F, G and H. You are looking at the map upside down and you need to recognise which way is left and which way is right. The receptionist says: '...you just have to go right ...' and option G is
the only option on the right. Change Audio Sources Receptionist: Good evening, sir. Do you have a reservation?Guest: Yes, let me just check I've got everything ... Er, sorry, yes ... a reservation. It's in the name of Hartley ... Martin Hartley.R: Let me see ... Oh yes, here it is. That's for three nights?Guest:
Yes, that's right. Do you need my passport?R: I just need to take the number as a form of ID.Guest: No problem.R: Now, can I just ask you to fill in this registration form, please?Guest: Ah, actually no, you see I've broken my wrist.R: Yes, I noticed that!Guest: I'm afraid form filling is something I can't
manage right now.Not without a (ot of pain anyway!R: Oh dear, I'm sorry, Sir. But don't worry. I can complete the form for you. Guest: That's very kind of you. What do you need to know?R: Well, let's start with your name, of course. So, that's Martin ... er ...Guest: Hartley. That's H-A-R-T-L-E-Y.R: Thanks.
... And your address?Guest: 45 Carlisle Way.R: Could you spell Carlisle for me? Sorry.Guest: It's C-A-R-L-1-S-L-E. You don't pronounce the S! Carlisle Way and that's in Lewes. L-E-W-E-S.R: And is there a state? I don't think you have states in the UK.Guest: No, we have counties. It's East Sussex.
Sussex is with double S. The postcode is LW4 6AU.Guest: Do you want my phone number?R: Actually no ... we contact people by email now.Guest: Ah yes, and send me lots of advertising too, I suppose. My email is hartleynitram@vahoo.co.ukR: Sorry ... a bit slower, please.Guest: Hartley, my surname
... then Martin backwards - n-i-t-r-a-m. That's all one word.R: And all lower case?Guest: That's right. No capitals. At yahoo dot co dot uk.R: Thank you very much, Mr Hartley. And could you give me your passport now, please? Thanks. You can have that back now. And that's for three nights ... so checking
out on Sunday morning?Guest: Uh huh.R: OK, you're in room 16. That's on the first floor overlooking the courtyard. Here's your key. Would you like somebody to take your bag?Guest: Do you have a map I can take?R: Yes, of course. We've usually got lots of them here - somewhere!Ah, yes, here we
are.Guest: Thanks. Could you show me where we are exactly?R: Er ... let me have a look ... erm ... ah, yes. This is our street here. Avenida Constitucion. The bigger hotels are marked so let me just see which one is us. Erm ... here ... yes, here ... this is Hotel Columbus just before you get to the museum
- I say 'just before' because that's the way most people get here. I mean coming from the main square where all the buses stop, or from the station.Guest: Yes, that's the way the taxi came in from the airport. I thought we drove past the museum, though - just after we went through that big square you
mentioned.R: Ah, you probably mean here? That's actually an art gallery - it's worth having a look round, but the museum's more interesting. I think so anyway.Guest: Thanks for the tip - I hope I get time. Right, well, tomorrow I've got to be at the conference centre. They told me they'd put me in a hotel
that wasn't too far away ...R: Oh yes, the conference centre's not too far at all. ... Let me see ... ah, yes down here. You can walk there in seven or eight minutes. Just cross over the road and go straight down this street here. That will take you towards the newer part of the city. Walk on for a couple of
blocks and then when you get here you just have to go right a very short distance and then you'll see the conference centre above the other buildings - it's quite big.Guest: I see. That all looks quite straightforward. Thanks very much.R: My pleasure. Have a nice evening, Sir.
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